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School context 

The co-educational Academy has 729 students aged from 11 to 16 years, and serves a socially and 

economically deprived area of Scunthorpe, the steel town in North Lincolnshire.  The community is 

racially and culturally mixed.  Just over half of the students are White British, 44% of students use 

English as a Second Language and about 20% of students are from Bangladeshi families.  A higher than 

average proportion are eligible for free school meals.   

The distinctiveness and effectiveness of The St Lawrence Academy as a Church of England 

school are outstanding 

 Inspired by its chosen Christian values, The St Lawrence Academy has grown to become an 

outstanding model of a harmonious multi faith, multi ethnic and socially diverse community; one in 

which all students flourish. 

 Collective worship and religious education underpin all aspects of Academy work and purpose.  

Both are remarkable in the way that staff and students from all faith backgrounds and none perceive 

their value and want to experience them. 

 Outstanding leadership by the Principal and senior staff, characterised by passionate conviction, 
relentless energy, warm humanity and an unshakeable belief in what every individual can aspire to 

achieve, has built a truly inspirational school.  

Areas to improve 

Areas where the Academy can be ‘even better’ are already clearly identified within its own evaluation.  

This inspection confirms that appropriate priorities include: - 

 Speedily bringing on-stream the contribution from the new chaplain. 

 Enriching collective worship with more input from staff, students and visitors. 

 Introducing some voluntary and distinctive acts of worship in the Academy for example, Holy 
Communion. 
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The school, through its distinctive Christian character, is outstanding at meeting the needs 

of all learners 

Everybody associated with the work of The St Lawrence Academy shares a profound conviction that its 

Christian character will bring out the best in students, academically, spiritually and in the development of 

their humanity.  Students’ standards on entry are below average.  They leave, aged 16 years, with ‘at’, or 

‘above average’, results.  Thus they make good progress.  Their achievement is not confined to the 

academic.  Students demonstrate aspiration, ambition, confidence and a commitment to service that have 

been nurtured by their experience at St Lawrence and encouraged by their teachers who help them look 

at the best possible paths towards their future education and career development.  The Christian values of 

truth, justice, forgiveness, generosity and respect permeate every possible aspect of Academy life.  Each 

member of this community understands, respects and applies them, recognising what they contribute to 

the way that students grow as young adults.  Students’ joy at being members of this Academy is evident 

everywhere.  They are excellently behaved, curious, respectful of others, tolerant and passionate about 

inclusivity – all indicative of this remarkably cohesive community.  A Christian ethos is pervasive.  An 

extremely close rapport between staff and students means that all enjoy working together.  Staff strive 

continuously to encourage students to offer their service to the community and to undertake a very wide 

range of roles.  Students respond enthusiastically and the Academy joyfully celebrates their work, 

recognising their altruistic commitment, service and achievement and enshrining those ideas associated 

with the stewardship of responsibility.  The St Lawrence Academy is thus an inspirational model for a 

harmonious diverse, socially mixed, multiracial / multi faith community.  There is a profound level of 

mutual respect and understanding between all various groups. Students are in the forefront to defend their 

shared values, particularly those of truth, generosity and respect.  They are passionate about their 

common bonds, embrace their differences, totally reject stereotyping and they flourish through working 
and interacting together.  Learning through religious education (RE) underpins every aspect of life in the 

Academy and provides the theological understanding for collective worship.  It gives students the means to 

examine the way they grow, to think and to examine the validity of their own faiths and beliefs.  There is 

enthusiasm for RE stretching from those holding an already deeply established faith right through to 

students with a passionate conviction that they hold none.  Some students offer their own time to work as 

ambassadors for RE working with staff to improve its contribution to Academy life.   

The impact of collective worship on the school community is outstanding 

As an Anglican Academy, there is an absolute and unashamed passion for using collective worship to unite 

the community and inspire its work.  Most collective worship takes place in form groups.  Once each 

week students convene either in a house or year group of about 150.  On special occasions St Lawrence’s 

Church is used.  Acts of collective worship attract wide respect.  Students from different faith 

backgrounds or none delight in meeting together demonstrating a remarkable commitment to join in, to 

contribute and to share their thoughts.  Collective worship is something staff and students do together 

and students take on a high level of responsibility to contribute and lead.  Acts are manifestly Christian, 

infused with Academy values, and have evolved a character that those holding other faiths, especially Islam, 

actively want to be part of.  This is a testimony to the nature and effectiveness of RE teaching in the 

Academy, particularly in the way it has grown students’ tolerance and mutual respect.  Acts of collective 

worship often include active participation and enthusiastic singing but they are also infused with prayer.   

Students’ prayer is further encouraged through their prayer booklets and a well-used reflections room.  

Their demeanour is very evident; students show respect for each other, display open-mindedness and 

offer unconditional support for those who are vulnerable. They also give their service to the wider 

community, working for charities and local churches.  Collective worship is powerfully helping students to 

look at the world through eyes other than their own.  Supported by theological understanding taught in 

RE, and sensitive to the way that God is perceived within different faith communities, collective worship 

adds to students’ understanding of God’s nature, the teaching of Jesus and the enduring response that His 

life, death and resurrection continues to inspire and empower in the lives of Christians, both now and in 

history.  Collective worship coordination is a key responsibility of a senior member of staff.  Planning 

incorporates key aspects of the Anglican character demonstrated especially in the programme for large 

assemblies.  A diverse range of materials and participative activities are used to support collective worship 

in form groups and student respond enthusiastically.  They get drawn in frequently to plan, take the lead, 
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(often spontaneously) and to evaluate.  Collective worship is one of the aspects of Academy life that 

leaders strive to make truly memorable for the rest of students’ lives. 

The effectiveness of the religious education is outstanding 

Religious education is studied by all students throughout their years at the Academy.  It is organised within 

a Humanities Department.  In 2015, 111 students were entered for GCSE.  Standards and achievement are 

securely good.  Nearly every student gained accreditation and the percentage achieving 8 points or above 

was greater than the national average, a benchmark established derived from entries in all secondary 

schools where, in the majority of cases, students have chosen to study RE.  The subject is taught by 

specialist teachers with some additional support for GCSE classes.  Lessons are characterised by inspired 

preparation, relevant and fascinating content and coverage which includes confronting potentially difficult 

ideas. An example being a lesson on the Christian tradition of eating all foods stemming from the disciple 

Peter’s vision and subsequently leading to inclusivity of believers.  Students participate wholeheartedly in 

class and in work done afterwards.  The breadth of understanding, debate, respect and tolerance displayed 

by some students is remarkable.  Strong engagement in learning is characteristic of lessons and a direct 

result of outstanding teaching.  Prior to GCSE studies, the Academy follows the recommended use of the 

locally agreed syllabus.  Academy-level planning is detailed and highly creative.  Subject leadership is 

outstanding.  Staff responsible for teaching RE are highly committed, enthusiastic and delight in working 

with their students.  The joint responsibility for RE and collective worship results in a full and natural 

symbiosis between experience and understanding within the spiritual life of the Academy. The quality of 

subject leadership reflects and powerfully underpins the Academy mission.  Among students, RE 

commands high respect.  Its impact is pervasive.  

The effectiveness of the leadership and management of the school as a church school is 

outstanding 

The leadership and management of the Academy as a church school is of the highest calibre.  The growing 

popularity of St Lawrence’s is a testimony to the way that Academy values have been used powerfully to 

inspire excellent provision, exciting learning and good achievement.  All groups associated with the 

Academy, students, parents and staff admire the vision offered by these values and how they are used to 

inspire the curriculum, teaching, learning and the personal development of students.  These values fuel a 

passionate, caring, vibrant and inclusive community that nurtures the achievement of both students and 

the adults who work with them.  Parents recognise these qualities and it is not surprising that the 

Academy is oversubscribed.  The Principal offers leadership that is unique, dedicated, effervescent with 

professional ideas, ambitious for everyone’s success and inspirational in promoting aspiration and the 

widest possible opportunities for students.  This is reflected in the remarkable range of extra-curricular 
provision, the memorable visits and travel opportunities offered to students and life-shaping openings for 

further study.  The Principal is supported by teachers who have risen to her challenge to secure 

excellence through distinctiveness and they have developed the skills in management that reflect and 

secure the character of church schooling.  This is a professional community growing staff skills as 

passionately as it seeks to help its students.  Creativity in planning, and objective, inclusive evaluation is 

evident at every level.  Governance by the Academy trustees is strong and they exercise continuous 

vigilance concerning achievement and the Christian ethos in which it is nurtured.   Partnerships are strong.  

The extensive commitment of the diocese to establish and nurture the Academy has contributed greatly 

to its character, ethos and effectiveness.  The Academy is a willing partner within the fabric of parish 

mission.  Links to the wider community draw on its respect for the work of the Academy and enable all 

Year 10 students to undertake two weeks of work experience. Support and respect from parents is very 

strong within all the communities served by the Academy.  Since the previous inspection the Academy has 

fully involved students in planning and delivery of collective worship, driven deep understanding of the 

core values through all sections of the community and firmly established the role of chaplain within this 

multi-faith community, although at the time of inspection the post was temporarily vacant.  RE and 

collective worship meet statutory requirements. 
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